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COMPANY BACKGROUND
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Cineplex Business Model
Cineplex has a leading position in exhibition and cinema
advertising. Cineplex’s media revenue increased 30% in
2013 to $109.6 million and increased its’ digital base to
9,179 digital player locations.
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Cineplex Business Model
Cineplex has extended its core business (exhibition) into
six businesses.
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Cineplex Growth Strategy
The second element of Cineplex’s growth strategy is to
focus on media growth which includes digital signage.
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WHY DIGITAL OUT-OF-HOME?
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Existing and Developed Capabilities

Existing and developed capabilities supported entry
into the DOOH space with a focus to make an
emotional connection with a customer in a stable and
secure environment.
Technology

Operations
Creative
- Digital Projection
- Digital Pre-Show
- Digital Lobby Show
- Digital Menu Boards
- #2 ranked
Entertainment
website
- Top 10 branded
mobile app

Media Sales

- 1,600+ networked

digital projection
systems
- 160+ theatre
locations with digital
media assets
- 160+ theatre
locations with CMCHelp Desk service
structure in place

- Content creation
brought in-house
- Creative and
production team
supports all Cineplex
and client assets

- 93% market share
in cinema advertising
- $122M in media
sales (LTM 06 2014)
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DIGITAL OUT-OF-HOME
STRATEGY
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DOOH Strategy
Brands are looking to make emotional connections with their customers
and to blend their physical and virtual worlds. Cineplex is focused on the
link between the path to purchase and the point of purchase.

Path to Purchase
(“Public Spaces”)
• Dwell Time
• Customer
Experience
• Call to Action
• Increase Tenant’s
value which
increases Landlord’s
value

Point of Purchase
(“Private Spaces”)
• Customer
experience
• Brand awareness
• Sales lift
• ROI
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ACQUISITIONS AND
RATIONALE
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Acquisitions

Acquisitions initially focused on the traditional advertisingbased model and then transitioned into the service-based
model.

Path to
Purchase

Point of
Purchase

• Onsite Media
Networks (May 2009)
• Digital Display &
Communication
(“DDC”) (July 2010)

• EK3 (August 2013)
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STRATEGIC FOCUS AND
CURRENT BUSINESS MODEL
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Select Customers
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Current Focus - Segments
Focus is on shopping malls and the QSR, Financial and
Retail verticals

Path to Purchase

Point of Purchase

• Shopping
Malls (Oxford)
• Office
Towers

• QSR (Tim
Hortons,
McDonalds)

• Financials
(RBC,
Scotiabank)
• Retail

(Brookfield)

(Walmart, Target)

Canada
US
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Current Focus – Business Model
As we transitioned from an advertising-based solution to include the
service-based model, we recognized that there was demand for a hybrid
model – adding advertising into a service-based client or adding service
to an advertising-based client.

Advertising

• Cineplex
capital
• Share of
Revenue
stream

Hybrid

Service

• Shared
capital
• Fee +
share of
revenue
stream
• Allows
brand to
offset
capital cost

• Customer’s
capital
• Fee for
service
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Summary










Cineplex is committed to the DOOH
space
Cineplex has unique skills and looks
to provide effective solutions for largescale installations
Cineplex understands the needs of
retailers and QSR’s as we are both
Cineplex believes in adopting the
latest technologies (gesture,
gamification, touch, etc.) and social
strategies to provide an effective
solution to our clients
Cineplex is a well capitalized company
(market cap of approx. $2.6B) with a
proven track record of success
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NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES
Management of Cineplex uses certain non-GAAP financial measures to evaluate performance. These measures are either comparable to
similar measures presented by other issuers or are widely used in the theatre exhibition industry. For a detailed discussion of these nonGAAP financial measures, please refer to Cineplex’s management’s discussion and analysis filed on www.sedar.com. Non-GAAP financial
measures used in investor presentations included the following:

EBITDA:

EBITDA is calculated by adding back to net income, income tax expense, amortization and interest expense net of interest
income

Adjusted EBITDA:

Adjusted EBITDA is calculated by adjusting EBITDA for gains and losses on disposal of assets and the share of income of
the Canadian Digital Cinema Partnership (“CDCP”)

Adjusted Free Cash Flow:

Adjusted free cash flow is calculated by adjusting cash provided for operating activities by total capital expenditures excluding
growth capital expenditures net of proceeds on sale of assets, changes in operating assets and liabilities, changes in
operating assets and liabilities of joint ventures, tenant inducements, principal component of finance lease obligations, share
of income of joint ventures net of non-cash depreciation and cash invested in CDCP.

Attendance:

Attendance is calculated as the total number of paying patrons that frequent Cineplex’s theatres during the period.

BPP:

Calculated as total box office revenues divided by total paid attendance for the period.

BPP excluding premium
priced product:

Calculated as total box office revenues for the period, less box office revenues from 3D, UltraAVX, VIP and IMAX product
divided by total paid attendance for the period less paid attendance for 3D, UltraAVX, VIP and IMAX product.

CPP:

Calculated as total concession revenues divided by total paid attendance for the period.

Premium priced product:

Defined as 3D, UltraAVX, IMAX and VIP product.

Concession margin per
patron:

Calculated as total concession revenues less total concession cost, divided by attendance for the period.

Same store metrics:

Same store metrics are calculated by removing the results for all theatres that have been opened, acquired, closed or
otherwise disposed of during the periods.

Film cost percentage:

Calculated as total film cost expense divided by total box office revenues for the period.

Concession cost
percentage:

Calculated as total concession costs divided by total concession revenues for the period.

QUESTIONS
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